About
Fractall is the Belgium based design practice founded by Arne Desmet. Inspired by
patterns and textures found in nature and fascinated by man made materials and
production processes, the objects in the Fractall collection appear both natural and
industrial. Despite their sculptural appearance, each object is highly functional.
Remnants of the production processes are kept visible and add unique textures to
the materials.

www.fractall.be
instagram.com/fractall_/

Slow drops lamp
A free standing lamp inspired by the lines formed by falling rain viewed in slow
motion. The rain drops are represented by the vertically placed tube lights seemingly random scattered around a central aluminium tube. The light of the tubes
reflects on the rough aluminium surface, emphasizing its texture.
Materials
Base: aluminium, light sockets and caps: 3D printed PA12
Dimensions
L 120 mm x D 120 mm x H 800 mm

Foam bench
The mold for the foam bench was made using styrofoam plates. The texture of the
styrofoam is transferred onto the surface of the concrete base elements, resulting
in a uniquely textured and tactile surface. The concrete itself is a white concrete
with color pigments added into the mix. The seating element of the bench consists
of extruded aluminium tubes. The smooth and machined shape of the aluminium
tubes contrast with the organic, rough concrete elements.
Materials
Base: casted white concrete with pigments, tubes: aluminium
Dimensions
L 1500 mm x D 340 mm x H 440 mm

Cobble
Cobble is a coat rack consisting of two separate elements made of hot-rolled steel
plates. Together they form a dynamic composition on the wall, even when the
object is not in use. The organic shape of Cobble was inspired by the shape of
cobble stones found in rivers.
Materials
Lasered hot-rolled steel plates
Dimensions
Cobble small H 300 mm x W 325 mm x D 36 mm
Cobble large H 750 mm x W 372 mm x D 36 mm

